1. A subtitle that defines me
   Adventure Seeker
   Where Every Path Leads to Discovery.

2. 1 thing I am proud of
   Embracing Hope: My Resilience Story
   I never lose hope. Hope is the one who makes you keep going, so yeah, I am the kind of person who finds strength in the darkest of times and keeps pushing forward.

3. My greatest hobby
   Philosophy
   Where Thoughts Take Flight.

   My favourite dish
   Matar Paneer

   My favourite music
   Jass Manak, Arjit Singh, Shubh, Imran Khan

   My favourite movie
   Enjoy sci-fi, mind-bending, horror movies.

   My greatest destination
   Iceland

   My greatest hobby
   Philosophy

   My learning style
   My learning style:
   2 strengths:
   1. I always figure out a way to overcome challenges and find solutions.
      I am independent and am skilled at self-motivation, enabling me to take charge of my education and acquire knowledge efficiently.
   3. I am able to learn from real-life experiences and apply them to real situations.

   1 opportunity:
   Learning with applying is the key to turning knowledge into wisdom and skills into expertise.